Supervisor of RIKEN is needed to get upload URL

Employees of RIKEN

- Supervisor of RIKEN
- Researcher of RIKEN
- Assistant or other stuff of RIKEN

Visiting researchers or others from some other agencies

Who can proceed

① Access “https://accc-desk.riken.jp” and get URL for upload

② URL is sent to ***@riken.jp

③ Access the upload URL and submit the report and reprints by the due date

Submitting flow

Anyone can access the upload URL from Any where.

It is permitted to transfer the URL to anyone Who will submit application forms actually.

# ***@riken.jp is needed
Someone of RIKEN should do it.

Visitng researchers or others from some other agencies

Anyone can access the upload URL from Any where.
So please transfer the URL to anyone who will submit their applications.

Please make certain of filling the application Form to be reviewed smoothly.